IETF 112 DRIP Architecture
WGLC update
Revision 16 Summary

• Most comments came from Stu and Bob after 1\textsuperscript{st} WGLC:
• All comments were discussed mostly in author’s group since no other external comments during WGLC period
• -16 has adequately addressed most of the comments
Updates in -16

• Text improvement, thanks Stu for detailed review
• Updated a few figures to align with req-
• Section 4 UAS Remote Identification problem space:
  • Reflect specific requirements
• Added a new section:
  • Section 6: DRIP Identifier Trust
  • Section 8 DRIP contract
Still Missing

• New comments from Stu regarding more text improvement. We are getting perfect!
• new comments from Bob and Stu during IETF week
Way forward

• Another revision in around 2 weeks
• Another 2 weeks for WGLC then publication request